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HEART COHERENCE VIBRATION  - THE KEY IN YOUR GOLDEN AGE   

&   

IN GLODEN AGE  OF HUMANS AND HUMANITY, OF PLANET EARTH, OF SPACE 
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Everything in the Universe is energy and all energy exists 
at different levels of vibration and frequency, so planets 
and their inhabitants vibrate at different levels. Every 
mineral, plant, animal, human, ecosystem, vibrate in 
diferent vibration  levels.  Energy is all around us. 
Actually, we are energy, and when we need to heal our 
physical bodies, we do so by applying the right mode to 
raise our vibration to correspond with the energy of 
well-being. Everything vibrates,  life is vibration. So is 
mind. So is matter. Electricity or vibration is that same 
energy, same power, we call God. All forces vibration, as 
all comes  from one central  sorce of vibration – taking 
different form . 
 

 
Electricity is God in Action! Seeing this, feeling this, knowing this, ye will find that not only does the body become 
revivified, but by the creating in every atom of its being the knowledge of the activity of this Creative Force or Principle as 
related to spirit, mind, body, all three are connected. 
Source:  Sonja Papadimitriou 
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We are much more than what we perceive ourselves to be, and it’s time we begin to 

see ourselves in that light.  

 

As energetic beings therefore, our energy can connect to all other energy. 
Consciousness brings the two together, and at the moment it does, the 
formative force originates. Consciousness is primary. Energy and 
information are secondary. A formative force originates from life energy 
and information, but only when consciousness connects to them.  
 
Theoretically, according to David Bohem’s theory of the Holotropic 
Universe, if we knew how to we could intuitively know all there is to know. 
We experienced connecting with the universal net of energy and it felt as if 
we were a part of everything, the stars, space, trees, oceans, and people.  
 
Quantum physicists discovered that  atoms are vortex of energy that are 
constantly spinning and vibrating, each one radiating its own unique energy 
signature.  
 
Therefore, if we really want to observe ourselves and find out what we are, 
we should take into account, that we are really beings of energy and 
vibration, radiating our own unique energy signature -this is fact and is 
what quantum physics has shown us time and time again.  
 
Quantum physics also tells us that our intention creates our reality. The 
famous particle/wave experiment where the scientist who expected to see 
a particle saw a particle and the scientist who expected to see a wave saw a 
wave. So setting our intention becomes very important.It is the power of 
our intention that creates the reality in the quantum world and what is 
created in the quantum world becomes the reality in our physical world. 
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There are three “elements” responsible for the 
development of life: life energy, information, 
and consciousness.  
 
Life energy has the ability to take shape. Information has the 
ability to inform and to create form. Both need each other, but 
neither forms a connection with the other on their own accord. 
 
Each culture has given its own name to it. Therefore it is called 
“The energy with a thousand names.” What are we talking 
about?  
 
Life energy! Life energy has been known all over the world since 
antiquity, and almost every culture has a name for this energy. 
Chinese call it ch’i, which is similar to the Greek pneuma, the 
Latin spiritus vitalis, the prana of yoga, the mana of the Kahunas 
in Hawaii, the Light of the Christians, the ka of the ancient 
Egyptians, and the ki in reiki. In our culture you will encounter life 
energy as the fluidum of mesmerists, the aether of 
anthroposophy, the od of Reichenbach, and the orgon of Wilhelm 
Reich. In all cases, they speak of a subtle energy that is universal, 
which includes all and penetrates everything.  
 
This energy is the carrier of the processes of life and connects 
everything to everything else. Matter is formed by it. Life energy 
is usually mentioned together with life force. It has healing, 
magnetic properties.So we live in a swirling sea of zero-point 
energy in which everything and everyone bobs up and down. 

 

The world is filled with all sorts of life, which appears in many different 
forms. There is huge diversity, and that makes life fun, rich, surprising, and 
interesting. But where do these types of life come from? What “forms” 
them? 
These kinds of questions have to do with what biologists call 
morphogenesis, the origin of the form (Greek: morphe = form; genesis = 
origin). It is one of the great unsolved mysteries of the biological sciences. 
For many years scientists thought that this is genetically programmed, but 
now it appears this is far from the whole truth. 
Genes determine the sequence of amino acids, the building blocks of 
protein molecules. Other genes determine the moment in which special 
proteins are formed. In this way the right protein originates at the right 
moment during the development of the organism. But it is an ongoing 
mystery how the characteristic form of the body emerges from these 
building materials.  
Your arms and legs are chemically identical, but they have different shapes. 
While the genes supply the building blocks for the material of the body, the 
blueprint for the shape or design of the organism is missing. Where is  the 
blueprint? 
 
Morphic fields contain information and can be compared to a script that a 
system can use to organize itself. The field, as it were, informs matter: 
InFORMation goes into form and becomes matter. It is like incarnation, 
where spirit manifests itself in human form. Information does the same—it 
becomes form. From the connection between this life energy and 
information comes a formative force. If this formative force connects to 
matter, a life form originates. 
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Do you know, what I'm now thinking about?  
Let me to share this with you: 

 

Humanity is carrious about of free energy. But mosltly people are not aware, that they 

already have it and  use it. 

Life Energy is Free Energy! 

 

Think about this! 

 

Do you recognize yourself as an energy being? 

Do you know how to manage your life energy? 

Can you manage yourself as an energy being? 

Are you aware of the abilities you have as an energy being? 

Do you know how to awaken, strengthen, stabilize, and stabilize your abilities as a creature at a higher level of 

consciousness, such as 3D? 

Let me to support you, to become aligned with current energies level on the Earth. You may learn more about it under this link. You may 

contact  me for expert support! Contacts:  Majda Ortan, ing., Ph. Agrohom., Majda Ortan, s.p., Ob Meži 30, 2391 Prevalje, Slovenia, EU Tel: 

00386 (0)70 820 279 Email: ajna.quantum.selflove@gmail.com Facebook: @Ajna.Quantum.Selflove 

http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/en/2019/12/08/new-record-2/
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Morphogenetic fields  are postulated idea of a collective subconscious, to which 
each member of the species is more or less coupled and through which he has 
access to a whole series of knowledge, archetypes and customs. 
 
»Morphogenetic fields are not fixed forever, but evolve. The fields of Afghan 
hounds and poodles have become different from those of their common 
ancestors, wolves. How are these fields inherited? I propose that that they are 
transmitted from past members of the species through a kind of non-local 
resonance, called morphic resonance. 
 
Over the course of fifteen years of research on plant development, I came to the 
conclusion that for understanding the development of plants, their 
morphogenesis, genes and gene products are not enough. Morphogenesis also 
depends on organizing fields. The same arguments apply to the development of 
animals. Since the 1920s many developmental biologists have proposed that 
biological organization depends on fields, variously called biological fields, or 
developmental fields, or positional fields, or morphogenetic fields. 
 
The morphic fields of social groups connect together members of the group 
even when they are many miles apart, and provide channels of communication 
through which organisms can stay in touch at a distance. They help provide an 
explanation for telepathy. Telepathy is normal not paranormal, natural not 
supernatural, and is also common between people, especially people who know 
each other well. 
 
The morphic fields of mental activity are not confined to the insides of our 
heads. They extend far beyond our brain through intention and attention. We 
are already familiar with the idea of fields extending beyond the material 
objects in which they are rooted: for example magnetic fields extend beyond the 
surfaces of magnets; the earth's gravitational field extends far beyond the 
surface of the earth, keeping the moon in its orbit; and the fields of a cell phone 
stretch out far beyond the phone itself. Likewise the fields of our minds extend 
far beyond our brains.« 

Source: Rupert Sheldrake, Morphic Resonance and Morphic Fields - an Introduction 

 

 

https://www.sheldrake.org/
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An attunement works on the understanding that everything is energy, including 

yourself. 

 

  

An attunement is an energetic process that aims to allow you to remember, 
and access in the future, a range of energies by temporarily increasing these 
desired energy ranges within you that are already a part of you. It does this 
so you can remember yor feelings of those energies again and then more 
easily activate them in the future as you have been reminded of their 
frequencies. 
 
Attunements form an integral part of many different types of energy healing 
practices and are there to assist you in remembering and accessing different 
types of energies. This has the potential benefit of significantly accelerating 
your spiritual development and reducing your time in trying to access these 
energies yourself. However, attunements are tools, and should not be solely 
relied upon in any spiritual work. This is because the person who creates the 
attunement is typically only accessing a range of energies that they can 
access. It may not be all the energies available for that specific need, so 
always use an attunement as a starting point. 

Attunement may be explained as the reactiveness we have to another person. It is the process by which we form 
relationships.Dr. Dan Siegel says, "When we attune with others we allow our own internal state to shift, to come to 
resonate with the inner world of another. This resonance is at the heart of the important sense of “feeling felt” that 
emerges in close relationships. Children need attunement to feel secure and to develop well, and throughout our lives we 
need attunement to feel close and connected.” 
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Human energy system included energy centres. 
You for sure know them under name chakras. 
 
In current time, some people still thing, that they 
have 7 chakras. 
 
So is good to know, that chacras system is upgrade 
– activated, when human raise  
consciousness to a higher dimension, to a higher 
level. 
 
Humanity more or less  leaves the 3 D level of 
consciousness, passes into the 4D stage and 
further to the 5D stage of consciousness. Each 
stage is "less dense", more subtle, in a 
characteristic higher energy vibration. By the way: 
This is why staying in 5D is enormously easier, 
richer - which is why we know this level of 
consciousness as the Golden Age of Humanity. 
 
The 4th level of consciousness can be imagined as 
an energy funnel that serves to move from a 3D 
consciousness stage to a 5D consciousness stage. 
 
In the 4D level of consciousness, the system of the 
fifteen chakras is activated. In the level  5D the 
system of twenty-two chakras is activated. 
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COHERENT SELF, COHERENT WORLD 
The law of coherence helps us understand the physical force behind the increasing complexity of the evolutionary process, from quanta, to cells, to self-
awareness and collective consciousness. The coherent electromagnetic field is the inner glue of every system, the “intelligent” energy–information 
communication that assures a cooperative and synergic behavior to all the components of the system, as a whole, allowing harmonious evolution and unity 
of consciousness. Neuropsychological experiments show that the different brain areas communicate with more or less coherence according to different 
states of consciousness: high values are correlated with states of psychophysical integrity and well-being, whereas low values with states of conflict and 
depression. If we expand isomorphically these brain discoveries, we will have four main general states of coherence: from disgregation to unity, which 
represents an important element, in the General System Theory, to differentiate between inanimate and animate system, and to understand how billions 
cells become a single living organism, and then how billions of human beings could eventually generate planetary consciousness. In this light the resolution 
of the global ecosystem crisis implicates human transformation from a low to a highly coherent state of consciousness. The key to the entire process seems 
to be the coherent nature of consciousness. Source: NITAMO FEDERICO MONTECUCCO 

 

 

 
 

Nowadays  it becomes necessary to addopt  coherence as soon as possible. Proper vibration 
of your hearth coherence is, among other things, the key to activating the fifteen and twenty-
two chakra systems. Proper vibration of your hearth coherence is, among other things, the 
right key in Golden Age of every Human Being, in Golden Age of Humanity. 
Per my experience, you cannot mentally learn coherence, you cannot win it from books, 
seminars, videos. Coherence is a certain vibrational state, energy level. Per my experiances, 
Coherence can be extended by the principle of forced oscillation. 
This is exactly what is happening in my Program Program AWAKENING & STRENGTHENING OF YOUR 
VIBRATION OF HEART COHERENCE. 
In this Program AWAKENING & STRENGTHENING OF YOUR VIBRATION OF HEART COHERENCE, the 
whole Worldwide Group of participants will on energy level boost their vibration of coherence, the 
Global Coherence and the Coherence of our Planet Earth and of Space. 
So don't miss it, it starts on Wednesday, 11.12.019. This term od executing  of Program AWAKENING 
& STRENGTHENING OF YOUR VIBRATION OF HEART COHERENCE , is under extremely favorable 
conditions, because Schumann's resonance reached a record value of 158Hz on 6/12/01. You can read 
more about this and some of the topics in this e-book under this link. Under this link you will also find 
an invitation to apply to my Program. Its huge benefits can be achieved right from home or from 
anywhere, without a computer and without a phone. However, it should be reported immediately, as 
it will start on Wednesday, 11.12.019. Please, take this Invitation as my personal Invitation for you. 
You are welcome! 

https://www.tandfonline.com/author/MONTECUCCO%2C+NITAMO+FEDERICO
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Majda Ortan, ing. Quantum  Expert 
 

Ph. Agrohom., Majda Ortan, s.p., Ob Meži 30, 2391 Prevalje, Slovenia, 
EU 
 
Tel: 00386 (0)70 820 279 
Email: ajna.quantum.selflove@gmail.com 
Facebook:  
@Ajna.Quantum.Selflove 
 

FOR YOU – UNDER LINKS : 
-THE BEST LIFE IN QUANTUM POWERS 
 
- INVITATION FOR YOU: EFFECTIVE PROGRAM  of 3 group 
meditation sessions for AWAKENING & STRENGTHENING OF YOUR 
VIBRATION OF HEART COHERENCE 
 
-  THE LATEST SCHUMANN  RESONANCE RECORD VALUE ON 158HZ 
AND  
COHERENCE OF:  PERSONAL,  COMMUNITIES,  SOCIETY, PLANET 
EARTH, SPACE 

Thank you for your attention! 

About my compatible business program - under this link get to know about my quantum products without  active substances that enable you to grow 

energetic alive food in a completely natural way (with breakthrough advanced products and technology,which was developed myself with information from  

higher levels of consciousness. The vibration of heart coherence is also the key for inventing advance technologies and products!) 

Copyright © Ortan Majda s.p., All rights reserved. Distribution is not permitted in any form whatsoever. 
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